Weekly Construction Blast
Jan. 20-25, 2014

MUR Construction Activities:
• Finish installation of Theater stage fly mezzanine and railings
• Remove concrete in area well
• Lay CMU block in Theater bathrooms
• Abate insulation at steam vault
• Install ceiling grid in room B192
• Install louver and exhaust fan at area well
• Install south elevation roof drains
• Install hard lid ceiling in room B192B
• Install fixtures on first floor
• Cut basement walls for box conduit

Looking Ahead:
• Week of Jan. 27
  • Tile Winkler Lounge bathrooms
  • Install perimeter diffuser and cement board in Sunset Lounge
  • Paint ceiling and walls of Play Circle
  • Polymer and paint north walls above balcony in Theater
  • Install tile on first floor
  • Install precast Terrazzo base in Stiftskeller

• Week of Feb. 3
  • Install stone stair treads on main stair
  • Install refurbished fixtures in Stiftskeller
  • Install fixtures in Winkler Lounge bathrooms
  • Layout Theater seating
  • Install plumbing fixtures on 1st floor
  • Install wood wall covering on 1st floor corridor
  • Install bathroom partitions on 2nd floor

Site Logistics/Key Closures:
• The Route 81 and 82 buses have returned to Langdon Street.

Neighboring Construction Projects:
• A separate construction project, occupying much of Library Mall, is nearing completion. Fences around that site will then be removed, reopening most of the Mall to pedestrian traffic.

Student Involvement:
• Design Committee, a student majority group which makes design recommendations to Union Council, is now in session.

Theater scaffolding removal begins
After nearly a year, the scaffolding in the Theater balcony level has been removed. The removal exposes the upper seating structure that can now undergo necessary improvements for the new Theater design. The remainder of the Theater scaffolding is scheduled to be removed in the next couple of weeks.
Construction Photos of the Week

With scaffolding removed, the upper Theater balcony is fully exposed for the first time in nearly a year.

Although the Theater ceiling work has been completed, work remains for the walls and the seating area.

For more information on the project, head to unionreinvestment.wisc.edu.